The Right Chair for You
Instrument of Torture or Ergonomic Delight?
By Bob Koehne
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id you know that sitting for long periods of time
in a bad chair is like sleeping on a bad mattress?
Ken Tameling, Steelcase’s group leader for seating,
says “the human body needs to move and regularly
change postures.”
But the nature of the office environment and our work
practices encourage sitting for long periods of time in static
postures. A well-performing chair will support its users for
long periods of sitting without causing discomfort.
Tameling also notes, “We sit at meetings, while talking
on the phone and when working on computers. Since our
bodies weren’t designed to sit, we fidget, lean and sit hunched
over, all the while never realizing the stress being placed on
our musculoskeletal system. Back pain can often result and is
not surprisingly one of the leading causes of absenteeism and
worker’s compensation in our country. Minor aches and pains
can also result in lower productivity that has the potential to
affect an entire team, department or work environment.”
Ergonomics is best described as the study of matching the
environment, tools and work process to the needs of workers
and the organization. Simply, it’s about making the “best fit”
between people and environment. Most businesses today
realize how important a comfortable workplace is. And
comfortable doesn’t mean lounge chairs and footrests. What
an effective office design needs is seating that contributes to
employee job satisfaction and performance, and prevents
employee disability.

Scientific support
Office workers who spend most of their day at a desk and
computer can be healthier and much more productive when they
are given the right chair and ergonomic training, says a new
study by researchers at the University of Texas School of Public
Health in Houston. The study is the first scientific evaluation
that links better health and increased productivity on the job
to the office chair.
“In today’s knowledge economy, in which an increasing
number of people are in sedentary jobs, our findings strongly
support implementing office ergonomic interventions,” reports
Benjamin Amick, Ph.D., principal investigator of the study and
associate professor of behavioral science at the UT School of
Public Health. “Our research shows that with a highly adjustable
office chair and appropriate office ergonomics training, workers
can experience reduced pain throughout the workday and be
more productive.”
Michelle Robertson, the study’s office ergonomics specialist
and a scientist at the Liberty Mutual Research Institute for Safety,
adds, “What we have shown is that a well-engineered chair
based on solid human factors, coupled with office ergonomics
training, has a very strong positive influence on worker health
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and productivity.”
If you are suffering from bouts
of aches and pains that you think
may be “sitting” related, consider an
ergonomic chair designed to fit the
need for continual movement of
your frame.
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What to look for in a chair
• The initial response when first seated is good
• The shape of the seat and back cushion engage with your
back against the backrest. This allows initial and long-term
comfort while providing good back support
• The contouring of the seat and back enable easy change of
positions, encouraging movement
• The backrest is contoured to provide lower back and side-toside support with no hard edges on the back. This facilitates
good back support and reduces pressure on the lower back
without restricting freedom of movement
• The chair has a recline tension adjustment that is easily
adjustable, allowing the body to recline without being forced
to remain in an upright position and reducing pressure on
discs and sitting bones
• The backrest follows your body when returned to an upright
position, providing continuous back support
• The front of the seat is padded and curves downward slightly
with no hard edges. This reduces pressure under the thighs
• The seat height can be adjusted to fit the user, accommodating
users of various heights
• The chair has a variable position backstop or upright back
lock, allowing continuous back support for task intensive
work and permits users to set the range of back reclination
• The chair has an easy to use arm height adjustment, providing
the right amount of forearm support for different activities
• The chair has an easy to use arm width adjustment that keeps
elbows close to your body. This makes it easier to position your
forearms, wrists and hands in a natural position considered
ideal for keyboard work
• The adjustment levers are easy to find, understand and use
while seated
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